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Abstract
Data minimization is a legal and privacy-by-design princi-
ple mandating that online services collect only data that is
necessary for pre-specified purposes. While the principle has
thus far mostly been interpreted from a system-centered per-
spective, there is a lack of understanding about how data
minimization could be designed from a user-centered per-
spective, and in particular, what factors might influence user
decision-making with regard to the necessity of data for differ-
ent processing purposes. To address this gap, in this paper, we
gain a deeper understanding of users’ design expectations and
decision-making processes related to data minimization, fo-
cusing on a case study of search engines. We also elicit expert
evaluations of the feasibility of user-generated design ideas.
We conducted interviews with 25 end users and 10 experts
from the EU and UK to provide concrete design recommen-
dations for data minimization that incorporate user needs,
concerns, and preferences. Our study (i) surfaces how users
reason about the necessity of data in the context of search
result quality, and (ii) examines the impact of several factors
on user decision-making about data processing, including spe-
cific types of search data, or the volume and recency of data.
Most participants emphasized the particular importance of
data minimization in the context of sensitive searches, such as
political, financial, or health-related search queries. In a think-
aloud conceptual design session, participants recommended
search profile customization as a solution for retaining data
they considered necessary, as well as alert systems that would
inform users to minimize data in instances of excessive col-
lection. We propose actionable design features that could
provide users with greater agency over their data through
user-controlled data minimization, combined with relevant
implementation insights from experts.

1 Introduction
Data minimization is a principle specified in Article 5(1)(c)
of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) which requires that "personal data shall be [...] ad-

equate, relevant, and limited to what is necessary in relation
to the purposes for which they are processed" [3]. It is a le-
gal and privacy-by-design principle mandating that online
services collect only data that is necessary for pre-specified
purposes.

Today’s consumer-facing web-based systems, such as rec-
ommender systems, search engines, or Internet of Things (IoT)
systems, often provide personalized services through the col-
lection of vast amounts of user data [13, 64]. Data minimiza-
tion can be seen as a risk management framework, ameliorat-
ing concerns about the misuse of data and societal impacts
on data-driven economies [76], while balancing the value of
data-driven services for individuals and enterprises. A recent
techno-legal analysis of data minimization revealed, however,
that one of the main obstacles to compliance with this princi-
ple in the context of such data-driven systems is the scarcity
of appropriate computational operationalizations [24].

An additional challenge lies in the fact that the definition
of data minimization ties the necessity of data to the purposes
of data collection – and how to formalize this relationship
is still largely an open question in data-driven systems. Sev-
eral recent computational approaches to data minimization in
personalized systems propose, for instance, to tie purpose col-
lection to improvements in the service [14,59]. However, such
an automated approach may not always capture the context-
dependent perception of the necessity of data by users [24].
Hence, contrary to traditional system-based approaches that
attribute the sole responsibility of data minimization to ser-
vice providers, it might be vital to involve users in shaping
the appropriate data minimization practices.

While previous literature has highlighted the importance
of data minimization in protecting user privacy [14, 24, 59]
and complying with regulations [32, 68], there is a lack of un-
derstanding about how data minimization could be designed
from a user-centered perspective, and in particular what fac-
tors might influence user decision-making with regard to the
necessity of data. Consequently, to address this gap and to
complement existing system-centered approaches, our paper
explores a user-centered approach to compliance with data



minimization in data-driven systems.
Towards this goal, in this paper, we conducted semi-

structured interviews with 25 EU and UK-based end users
to examine users’ understandings and impressions, decision-
making factors, and conceptual design recommendations for
implementing data minimization measures. We then inter-
viewed 10 experts, also located within the EU and UK, spe-
cializing in technical, legal, and research aspects of search
engines, data minimization, and privacy, to assess the prac-
ticality of the design concepts proposed by users. Acknowl-
edging the context-dependent nature of data minimization
implementations, we grounded our interview in the domain of
web search engines – a prototypical example of a data-driven
system utilizing, beyond individual user attributes, behavioral
and observational data, such as clicks and queries. We inves-
tigate how users expect data minimization to be designed in
search engines. More specifically, we address the following
questions:

• RQ1: How do users think data minimization currently
works in search engines?

• RQ2: What factors influence user decisions on what data
is necessary for search engines to collect in the context
of data minimization?

• RQ3: How do users think data minimization ought to
work in search engines?

• RQ4: How do experts evaluate the feasibility of user-
generated designs of data minimization in search en-
gines?

Findings. Our study indicated an evolving perception of data
minimization as some users shift from traditional search en-
gines (such as Google) to the next-generation search engines
(such as ChatGPT and Gemini). Participants generally held
the belief that these newer engines inherently implement more
effective data minimization strategies. When it comes to data
minimization decision-making, participants considered sev-
eral factors, including the type of information being searched,
their expectations of good service, and the amount of data
assumed to be necessary for a given search data type. Our
findings indicate that users imagine trade-offs between the
amount of information collected by the service and the result-
ing improvements they can expect in the search results. In
particular, for political and medical search data, participants
favored minimal personalization and maximal data minimiza-
tion due to the sensitive nature of the information. However,
our results also indicated that some participants believed data
minimization might not be feasible and that, practically, they
are paying for services with their data. Additionally, partic-
ipants expressed the need for minimization features either
in the general system settings or just-in-time on the search
webpage, to customize their strategies for minimization for
different types of search data. The quantity of data and the

temporal proximity of search data also influenced the partici-
pants’ perceptions of necessity with respect to data processing
purposes.

In our user interviews, we identified several practical design
features for data minimization in search engines. For instance,
sensitivity-adjusted keyword search, detailed customization
options for data selection based on type and amount, and more
straightforward opt-out methods for specific data collection
scenarios. However, experts also raised concerns that some
user-suggested data minimization designs could inadvertently
increase privacy risks instead of enhancing privacy. For ex-
ample, features that separate search data based on whether
the search is for oneself or others could potentially lead to
more detailed data (e.g. binary annotation of oneself vs oth-
ers) being collected, thereby increasing the likelihood of re-
identifying uninvolved parties (such as children or parents).
Contributions. Overall, the contributions of this paper are:

(1) Our user interviews (n = 25) identified how participants
perceived (i.e. their prior understanding of ) data minimiza-
tion, which is under-studied in the current literature.

(2) We identified participants’ decision-making factors
when it comes to selecting data minimization strategies under
different scenarios.

(3) Based on user interviews and expert interviews (n =
10), we suggest actionable and practical data minimization
measures to address users’ needs, concerns, and preferences
regarding the necessity-quality trade-offs in data collection
and processing.

To our knowledge, this is the first study that seeks to de-
velop data minimization interpretations based on end-users
expectations of data necessity, complementing the traditional
system-centered approaches. Our findings emphasize the need
to consider user preferences when regulating and operational-
izing data protection principles.

2 Related Work
2.1 Legal Background of Data Minimization
In a data-driven economy, user privacy is often the cost of
using data-based systems [59, 76]. Therefore, to protect users,
privacy regulations often require that data controllers, those
deciding how user data is to be collected and processed [2],
exercise data minimization measures [57,59]. The EU General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) outlines the principle
of data minimization in Article 5(1)(c), requiring that data
should be “adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary
in relation to the purposes for which they are processed.”

Firstly, the processed user data needs to be adequate, that
is, fulfilling the requirements of a given task. As argued by
Biega and Finck [24], in certain scenarios, more data may
need to be processed to satisfy the condition of adequacy, for
instance, if the existing data does not sufficiently represent all
demographic groups [59]. Secondly, the data collected from
users must be relevant to the purposes of the task, ensuring,



for instance, that we avoid collecting data that is not even used
in the task execution. Thirdly, data collection must be limited
to what is necessary, leading to, for example, the reduction
of the volume and quality of the processed data. In addition,
the data minimization principle also involves i) limiting the
categories of data that are collected, ii) limiting the duration
for which personal data is retained, and iii) deleting data after
it has been used for its intended purpose [22, 73].

While many existing guidelines to data minimization fo-
cus on structured user attributes like names or health condi-
tions [35], Article 4 of GDPR provides a broader definition
of personal data, encompassing “any information relating
to an identified or identifiable natural person.” As demon-
strated in prior research, data such as movie ratings, including
those found in MovieLens 20M dataset [34], may facilitate
the identification of individuals by linking private and public
datasets [49]. Thus, it is reasonable to infer that a significant
portion of data processed in data-driven systems indeed quali-
fies as personal data and falls under the purview of the GDPR
dependent on the system’s geographic scope.

2.2 Operationalizing Data Minimization
There has been speculation that data minimization is incom-
patible with the current data economy as it may inhibit tech-
nical advances in machine learning, which are reliant on re-
purposing user data [38,46,59,73]. As a result, data controllers
may try to take advantage of certain loopholes to evade the
data minimization principle, such as by pseudonymizing data
despite the impossibility of fully preventing subject reidentifi-
cation using this technique [25]. Additionally, pseudonymiz-
ing personal data may reduce its utility since it would be diffi-
cult to aggregate insights from across different datasets [51].

Despite these concerns, previous work has shown that it
is possible to strike a balance between data minimization
and high-quality machine learning models [1, 14, 59]. For
example, Biega et al. [14] proposed a performance-based
approach to data minimization that reconciles the principle of
data minimization with model performance, addressing the
lack of a consistent interpretation of data minimization and
the resulting complexities in the context of personalization.
Similarly, Shanmugam et al. utilize scaling laws to limit data
collection by iteratively updating an estimate of a model
performance curve, providing accurate data collection stop-
ping criteria and offering practical recommendations for how
to implement data minimization in machine learning [59].
Another approach to reducing personal data for machine
learning predictions is via feature removal or generalization
using knowledge distillation [29]. Additionally, Senarath
et al. propose a way to minimize user data from a design
science perspective in the context of data storage and sharing,
evaluating the compatibility of this approach with existing
engineering practices [57].

2.3 Data Handling in Search Engines
Most information retrieval studies explored users’ search
behavior and evaluated systems [70] along a number of di-
mensions, including search complexity or time-sensitivity of
search [45] to demonstrate how variations in search tasks
properties can impact users’ behavior [16, 65, 67]. Person-
alized search or recommender systems often use browsing
sessions, SERP clicks, and user information to build profiles
of user interests [27]. This data, combined with user queries,
has potentially high value with respect to personalization [63]
and advertising [66] and can be traced to an individual via
linkage of pseudo-anonymous data, such as the IP address
of the home router being used. Several search engines (e.g.
Duck Duck Go) now promise not to collect personal data, and
web browsing tools (e.g. Tor) are also available to prevent
identification. However, evidence suggests only a minority
of people make use of 3rd-party blocking software to handle
their data in search engines and, as a result, data processing is
often not clear [20, 60, 72]. To address this, studies explored
client-side personalization [62], privacy warning labels in
search systems inspired by decision-making research on food
nutrition labels [75], intent-aware query obfuscation [8], or
creating distorted user profiles with noise [17].

When it comes to user preferences regarding data handling
by search engines, one study highlighted that users in India
exhibit a slight preference for personalization in their search
results but are usually willing to give up personalization when
searching for topics they deem sensitive [52]. While prior
work examining data protection practices in search engines is
limited, some closely aligned research in online advertisement
and web-tracking indicated the complexity of configuring for
opt-in/out and privacy settings, confusing interfaces, and tools’
default settings which are often minimally protective [33, 43].
Studies on consent have found that users do not often agree
with how their data is being used by data controllers [39, 41],
and would like less data to be collected for purposes they do
not deem to be necessary, such as personalized advertising
purposes [41]. Unfortunately, users who deny consent for
data collection are penalized for this and have been shown to
receive unjustified, lower prediction scores, raising concerns
over how users who wish to protect their privacy may be
negatively impacted by not consenting [37].

A notable example of a data minimization strategy was
introduced by Google in 2020, with web activity of new users
being deleted by default after 3 or 18 months [30]. However,
our results in this paper surface the need for users to have
more fine-grained control over data collection and retention
practices, depending on data type, individual personalization
preferences, and other factors.

2.4 Decision-Making in Privacy Contexts
Users’ privacy behaviors are not consistent or rational [6]. An
example of this is the privacy paradox, where users tend to
find tracking and other technologies creepy and invasive, yet



their behaviors are not in line with their beliefs [6, 12, 18].
Often, users are subjected to their individual constraints, such
as time, the effort needed to protect their privacy, and their
knowledge of privacy, among other factors, which results in
users having to trade the long-term benefits of protecting their
privacy in exchange for short-term benefits, such as conve-
nience [7].

In the context of personalized services, there is often an
acceptability gap, where users tend to be more accepting of
using personalized services but are less accepting of sharing
their data for these services [39]. Users are often not inter-
ested in paying money to block tracking or ads but would like
more control over the data they share and whom this data is
shared with [18]. Unfortunately, current methods aimed at giv-
ing users more choice over their data, most notably through
cookie banners, are not effective [40, 47, 50]. Instead, users
rely on the site’s reputation and services compared to the
text of a cookie banner [40]. This overload of information
available to users often forces users to engage in privacy
calculus, which is where users consider the costs and bene-
fits of any information disclosure before deciding to provide
their personal information. A user’s behavioral intentions are
based on the expected benefits and costs of that privacy viola-
tion [19,44,71]. In this paper, we explore the decision-making
strategies users adopt for search engines in the context of data
minimization.

3 Method
In this section, we outline the method to study and analyze
search engine users as well as experts in fields related to
search engines, data minimization, and privacy.

3.1 Recruitment
User interviews. We recruited participants through Pro-
lific [4]. Participants had to be: a) 18 years or older; b) living
in the EU or UK; and c) have experience using a search en-
gine. The principle of data minimization has to be complied
with in the European Union (EU) and UK GDPR, thus we
recruited participants exclusively from these regions. Partici-
pation was voluntary, and participants were allowed to quit
anytime. Each participant received £20 upon completion of
an hour-long interview.

Expert interview. We interviewed experts for their input
about how to implement data minimization in practice and
to obtain feedback on the feasibility of our participants’ data
minimization suggestions. To be eligible for inclusion in our
study, experts needed to have expertise in either technical,
legal, policy, or research aspects of search engines, data mini-
mization, or privacy, either in academia or in industry. They
moreover had to reside in the EU or the UK. We leveraged
our professional connections, research communities (e.g., the
ACM SIGIR research community), and Prolific. We received
12 responses in total: four were from Prolific, three experts

came from a research background (in differential privacy,
conversational search systems, or law/policy for data mini-
mization) in the SIGIR community, and five worked in the
industry, including internet technology, banking, health insur-
ance, and donations. All participants were from the EU or
the UK. Each participant received £20 upon completion of an
hour-long interview.

3.2 Participants
Users. Out of our 25 participants (Table 2), 48% self-
identified as women, and 52% as men. The majority of the
participants (44%) were in the age range of 30-40, followed
by 20% were 20-30 years old, 20% were over 50 years old,
and 16% in the age range of 41-50 years old. The participants
were from various European countries, namely Poland, Portu-
gal, Spain, Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Estonia, Ireland,
and the United Kingdom. All participants had attained at least
a high school diploma, with 37% participants holding a Bach-
elor’s degree and 27% holding a graduate degree. This aligns
with prior research showing most users on crowdsourcing
sites are typically between 20 and 30 years old and highly
educated [5, 36, 58] A majority of the participants (60%) re-
ported having a full-time job, while 26.67% of them had a
part-time job, and the remainder were either unemployed or
not in a paid job. All participants reported using mobile or
desktop devices on a weekly basis, with the majority (63%)
indicating multiple daily usages. All participants reported
using Google as their primary search engine, with some men-
tioning the occasional use of Bing, Mozilla, Microsoft Edge,
and local search engines (e.g., Sapo) for specific countries.
Table 2 presents the demographics of our participants. We
refer to end users as P1,. . . ,P25.

Experts. Participants were from Germany, the United King-
dom, Portugal, France, Netherlands. Seven of them were men
and three were women. The majority (5) of them were 30-39
years old, followed by 40-55 years old (3) and 26-29 years
old (2). Table 1 presents the demographics of our participants.
We refer to experts as E1,. . . ,E10. Most participants had two
or more years of experience, with three of them having 10 or
more years of experience. Their current role involves software
product managers, database security, IT security in banking,
health, software engineering, and policy research (Table 1).

3.3 Pilots
We conducted four pilot interviews with general participants
and two with expert participants to test our study design.
Three of the general participants were graduate/undergraduate
students, and one worked in banking. Of the two experts, one
was PhD researcher and one was a privacy engineer in a tech-
nology company. We adjusted our user and expert interview
questions based on pilot feedback and our observations.



3.4 Semi-Structured Interview Procedure
General user interview. We designed the general user in-
terview protocol based on the research questions outlined in
Section 1. The full interview script is available on GitHub.1

The protocol was structured according to the following top-
ical sections: (1) Prior understanding of data minimization
and search engines; (2) Watching an educational video on
data minimization followed by a knowledge check to assess
participant understanding of data minimization; (3) User ex-
pectations regarding data minimization in search engines; and
(4) User design suggestions for data minimization in search
engines.

In the first section, we asked about participants’ understand-
ing of data minimization and search engines. When partic-
ipants indicated certain usage of search engines, we asked
participants-“How do you think [earlier mentioned search
engine] works?” We further asked about their thoughts about
information collected by search engines after providing con-
text, such as-“To improve search results, search engines may
collect your GPS location, and personal information, such as
name, email address, gender, and birth date.”. We then asked
them how this data collection of search engines impacts their
thoughts on data minimization. The majority of the partici-
pants could not provide substantial responses in the context of
data minimization, therefore, before starting the second part of
the interview, we showed them an informational video on data
minimization. This video encompasses an overview of the
concept of data minimization, describing the principles of rel-
evance, limitation, and adequacy and processing of personal
data within the framework of the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). We created the video with accessible
visuals and audio to make the concepts easily understandable
by users. Given that Section 2 of the interview was designed
to answer RQ3 on investigating users’ preferences regarding
the implementation of data minimization in search engines, it
is crucial for participants to possess a basic understanding of
data minimization, despite the fact that end-users often lack
familiarity with the associated regulations.

Before proceeding with the second part of the interview,
we assessed participants’ understanding of data minimiza-
tion with knowledge questions in a multiple-choice question
format as well as qualitatively. Most participants correctly
responded to the knowledge questions. Every participant ac-
curately identified the main objective of data minimization
under GDPR as limiting personal data collection to what is
necessary for the intended purpose. Regarding the question
Why is data minimization important?, 95% correctly stated
that it reduces the risk of data breaches and safeguards individ-
ual privacy. For the question “Which practice does not align
with data minimization principles?”, 90% correctly chose the
option “Keeping data indefinitely on the off chance it might
be useful in the future.”

1https://github.com/Sree0270/usenix2024-supplimentary

In the second part, we asked a series of questions to un-
derstand participants’ strategies for how they would share
different types of search information (i.e., medical, financial,
political, entertainment, etc) with search engines to obtain
good search results. This was to identify contextual differ-
ences in their expectation and rationale for decision-making.
We asked how much data they would be willing to share with
search to get good service and what amount of data they think
search engine needs for a specific purpose. Another func-
tionality of search engines is that they improve results for
other users with similar search behaviors or interests. Thus,
we asked if they were willing to share their search data to
improve results for other users.

To examine shifts in decision-making tendencies, we incor-
porated a scenario wherein data minimization was framed as
the necessity, for instance, “Suppose that the search engine
doesn’t need past search history data to improve your search
results. Would you be comfortable if the search engine re-
tained your [location, medical, political] search history data?
why?” In the third section, we encouraged participants to
consider possible contextual privacy implications of search
engines based on the amount and types of search data used
or processed. Then, we asked them to consider potential so-
lutions and present their ideas. We instructed participants to
generate solutions by sketching their ideas on pen and pa-
per, using a think-aloud protocol [21]. This exercise aimed to
understand participants’ thought processes and visualize the
measures they would implement to minimize their data.

Expert interview. To evaluate the practicality of data min-
imization designs suggested by users, we interviewed experts
in technical, legal/policy, and research areas related to search
engines, data minimization, and privacy. We started by ask-
ing about the expert participant’s current role and the recent
projects they have worked on. Then, we posed similar general
questions we asked users on search engines and data mini-
mization. We then asked about their organizations’ practices
for complying with data minimization requirements and the
technical measures they implement.

Finally, we showed experts three user-generated design
sketches and the description of the sketch from the first round
of general interviews. We asked them to assess the sketch’s
feasibility in the context of search engines, considering the
current technical, legal, and infrastructural available to imple-
ment data minimization. To scope the interview in one hour
and ensure a balanced evaluation, each expert reviewed three
randomly selected sketches from a total of five, and all the five
sketches were evenly distributed among experts. This allowed
all designs to receive a comparable level of expert analysis.

3.5 Data Analysis
Both user and expert interview data were obtained through
the audio of the interviews recorded on Zoom upon partic-
ipants’ permission and transcribed. We collected each par-
ticipant’s interview audio, think-aloud responses of possible



solutions, and image files of design sketches they created
during the session. We performed a thematic analysis of our
transcriptions [15, 23]. Two researchers independently read
through the transcripts of 20% of the interviews, developed
codes, and compared them until we developed a consistent
codebook. The inter-coder reliability of the two researchers’
codes was calculated (Cohen’s Kappa = 0.91), which is con-
sidered good [26]. They met regularly to discuss the coding
and agreed on a shared codebook before coding the remain-
ing data. After completing the coding for all interviews, both
researchers spot-checked the other’s coded transcripts and did
not find any inconsistencies. They grouped lower-level codes
into sub-themes and further extracted main themes. Finally,
they organized codes into higher-level categories.

4 RQ1: Participants’ Impressions and
Experiences with Data Minimization

Current search engine landscape & data minimization.
When discussing search engines, many participants described
them as having “algorithms,” “existing databases and in-
dexes,” “internal APIs,” and “search keyword to web map-
ping.” They often equated search engines with recent advance-
ments in large language models, such as ChatGPT, Gemini,
and Claude, viewing them as next-generation search engines
(while Google and Firefox are seen as traditional search en-
gines). P1 said, “Bard (now Gemini), ChatGPT automatically
minimize data because they don’t need my information to
provide results as the others do.” Despite this, they mentioned
why they still rely on traditional search engines for tasks for
reliability, as P10 explained- “If I know what I am search-
ing then nowadays I go for ChatGPT search. I’m a DevOps
and I use AWS services a lot. To configure a load balancer
on Amazon, I used Google to find articles and many links
to find the relevant ones. Now I can find that on ChatGPT
search just configuring an elastic load balance. But for spe-
cific code snippets for development, I don’t yet rely on GPT.
I still look for search engines, StackOverflow sites because
the ChatGPT search system relies on datasets that are a few
years old, and give outdated, incorrect syntax or deprecated
code. So I go to Google or Edge.” Participants’ perception of
LLMs as similar to search engines or conversational search en-
gines [54] are arguably accurate with notable differences [10]
such as that LLMs do not index and retrieve real-time from
the web directly [55], are context-aware, and provide human-
like responses [56]. Some studies suggest that LLMs augment
search experience for higher user satisfaction when query-
ing [48], or in domain-specific search [28].

We found that participants tended to see tradeoffs be-
tween performance and privacy when choosing search en-
gines among various options, including, Google, Bing, Fire-
fox, DuckDuckGo, Brave, and Microsoft Edge. P13 said “I
think Google is getting a bit nosy, all those ads. But you know
you make the tradeoffs with performance. They don’t even

think about data minimization.” In contrast, P20 finds Bing
more appropriate to her search as she said “I can pinpoint it
(search results) more with Bing. Google would try and show
me the top 5 (results) based on what they think is right or how
those sites pay them and collect my device ID, name, gender,
everything. Bing is only matching with my keywords. So it
might have some (data) minimization thingy.” On the same
note, P14 appreciates DuckDuckGo and Brave for the agency
and control “Brave provides more privacy and even provides
an incentive if I choose to provide my data so I have a choice
there. I would imagine this as (data) minimization because
you can say ‘no’ or say ‘yes’ and get an incentive.” P24 said
that Edge is providing incentives for an Xbox game by asking
for user data, “I use Edge to buy games. Edge doesn’t work
well like Google, and you need to give very specific keywords.
But that’s because they don’t collect data, and they are work-
ing on improving with this incentive program to ask you to
spend more time on their engines so they can train the model.”

What are the metrics for good search results? Data mini-
mization is defined with respect to data processing purposes,
and prior work has suggested that the purpose of data pro-
cessing in personalized data-driven systems is service quality
improvement [14, 59]. Thus, an important consideration in
user-driven data minimization is how users might judge the
quality of results. In our study, participants identified several
criteria for what constitutes a “good search result.” These
include an exact match of keywords in top-ranking results,
the credibility of the website URL, the presence of location-
specific results, and a diversity of results.

P7 discussed the significance of topic-specific searches,
particularly when researching scientific topics. She expects
to see links from scientific journals rather than blogs or un-
trusted sites, noting, “If I’m researching a scientific topic, I
tend to trust results from scientific journals. Currently, seeing
results to unfamiliar sites as a response to those searches
which I don’t trust and consider as good results.” Similarly,
P11 highlighted the value of diverse search results, especially
when shopping for products -“product from various suppli-
ers, showing different prices, different links, providing more
options.” A key issue emerged from this discussion where
many participants, including P13 mentioned the challenge
of balancing specificity in search queries. This leads to the
question of how much information is needed for reasonable
results which is often unknown to users. As P13 said, “Being
too specific might exclude useful information as Bing does
while being too vague results in an overload of irrelevant
data as Google does. Perhaps, need a way to determine how
much user data is used in the backend.”



5 RQ2: Factors Influencing Data Min-
imization Decisions

We present how participants expect data minimization to func-
tion in search engines. We asked participants three key ques-
tions in the light of preference, willingness, and perceived
need for search engines to provide good results. The analysis
showed that their decision-making process involves trade-offs
of different factors related to data minimization, including
different types and volumes of search data.

5.1 Types of Search Data
Most participants had reservations about medical, political, fi-
nancial, behavioral, and personal identification-related search
queries, preferring to limit data collection for these sensitive
topics. P2 discussed current volatile world politics to illus-
trate this: “So many crises, like COVID-19, now the Palestine-
Israel conflict, those are tricky. If my search says I am sup-
porting Israel or I’m supporting Russia, later this data could
be used against me.” P6 similarly was expecting medical
searches not to be collected, mentioning the potential negative
impacts on insurance benefits due to chronic or psychologi-
cal conditions. We found participants often relied on trusted
sources rather than search engines for financial information,
expressing concern for potential risks of fraud. P25 illustrated
this by sharing an experience where, after searching for cryp-
tocurrency investments, they received suspicious emails and
messages, including a dubious link to redeem an Airdrop. De-
spite recognizing the risk, P25 clicked on one of these links.
This experience led P25 to question the necessity of search
engines collecting financial query data, as they preferred to
make investment decisions independently without guidance
from search engines.

Regarding location and behavioral searches, participants
had specific preferences. While participants were open to
search engines retaining general location data (like city or
country), they avoided sharing exact locations. P13, for exam-
ple, used tactics like setting her home address to her neigh-
bor’s to mislead search engines: “When I use Google Maps
to search for nearby stores, I set my home address to that of
my next-door neighbor so the search doesn’t have my actual
location.” Opinions on behavioral search data were mixed.
Some saw the benefits of product purchasing and receiving
relevant ads based on past searches, while others found it
invasive and irrelevant. This highlights users’ expectations
regarding the minimization of data by search engines are pri-
marily influenced by the type of search and further tailored to
the individual’s specific circumstances.

Some participants saw value in sharing certain types of
medical, behavioral, and personal data. For instance, P2 men-
tioned how his search on certain medical symptoms could
improve the search for others or help different medical in-
stitutes match website content so those are easily found by
users’ search keywords: “Search queries in a medical con-

Figure 1: Willingness to share data with search engines: How
long are you willing to let a search engine store the following
types of data to get a good service/search results? (1: Not at
all, 2: A few days, 3: A few weeks, 4: A few months, 5: A
few years, 6: Indefinitely).

text is okay because this can help some medical institutions
to have a good database. I understand from my experience
how difficult sometimes to find relevant information on a le-
gitimate medical topic.” Similarly, P7 was open to sharing
personal details like professional experience and gender, see-
ing it as necessary for obtaining more accurate search results:

“LinkedIn and search engines need my professional details if
I am searching for a job in event management, banking, or
in a tech company, etc. Some personal data will help avoid
getting unrelated search results.”

Participants also ranked their willingness to share various
types of data to improve search results for themselves vs
others (Figure 7 and 8 in Appendix). For instance, partici-
pants were more willing to retain their medical data when
it improved the results for other users (for example, when
affected users search for symptoms of rare diseases) than just
improviding their own results.

5.2 Volume of Search Data
Participants conveyed their comprehension regarding the
amount of data required for good results from search engines.
They discussed: (1) what they consider as reasonably good
search results; and (2) how they perceive the amount of data
needed to generate such results. P21 expressed his perspective
on the relevance of past political and location data searches
and the amount of data required for providing satisfactory
service by stating, “I understand why search engine needs my
regular or daily location data, for example, if I were looking
for restaurants nearby my place or new locations, But for
politics, I don’t think my preference change ever and I don’t
need my results needs any improvement. So I don’t see why
they need search queries on whatever I search about relating
to global politics of wars, crises, and local politics.”

To further elucidate the participants’ viewpoints, Figure 2



Figure 2: Necessity to share data with search engines: How
long do you think a search engine needs to store the follow-
ing types of data to provide you with a good service/search
results? (1: Not at all, 2: A few days, 3: A few weeks, 4: A
few months, 5: A few years, 6: Indefinitely).

presents self-reported quantitative value for each type of
search data and their understanding of the duration for which
data needs to be retained. For instance, financial information
was rated with a mean score of 1.77 for how long the data
needed to be retained for good search results, followed by
political (2.16), and medical (2.16) information. In contrast,
some participants thought search engines needed past search
data related to user location, behavior, and entertainment to
provide good results.

5.3 Tradeoffs Between Performance and Data
Minimization

Many participants discussed their decision-making regard-
ing the minimization of data collection and usage for their
intended service. They considered the trade-offs between the
level of information and the extent of improvement in the
search result that could be achieved by sharing their search
data. P21 reported being satisfied with the current search
results when searching for medical symptoms while he pre-
ferred to rely on medical professionals for detailed consulta-
tions rather than search engines. As P23 stated, “I am satisfied
with the current search results. I do not believe that the search
engine needs any further information to store and improve
results. I already know how to get to a trustworthy website
and have visited diabetes.co.uk several times before. If I need
more medical advice, I will prefer to consult a doctor rather
than depending on the search.”

Some participants recognized a trade-off between the ne-
cessity, usage of service, and trust when considering data min-
imization. Despite understanding the risks associated with
storing and using search data, they accepted it as part of using
a free service, viewing data collection as a form of payment
for the service. P3 expressed this by noting the importance of
trusting the service providers to some extent when using their

Figure 3: Profile customization or just-in-time pop-up to con-
figure data minimization preferences for different data types.
This design consists of a form with different categories of
search queries with (i) a checkbox for enabling/disabling the
collection of data of a given type and (i) a slider for configur-
ing the volume and retention duration of data of a given type.

service “I think most of it is necessary. The risk concerns the
use of such information, but if we want to use these services,
we must also give some trust.” Meanwhile, P16 highlighted
the dilemma between data minimization and service usage,
pointing out that avoiding sharing personal data could mean
refraining from using online services altogether “Data mini-
mization or service. Even though I don’t want to share and I
think its not needed, but only way to avoid using online.”

6 RQ3: Conceptual Designs
In this section, we introduce participants’ conceptual designs
(CDs) for data minimization in search engines. Five such
designs were identified through user-provided think-aloud
protocols and design sketches. Following this, we present the
practicality and feasibility of these designs for data minimiza-
tion in search engines in experts’ assessment.

6.1 User-Driven Data Minimization Design
6.1.1 CD1: Profile Customization for Data Types and

Data Volume

Most participants suggested a user-end profile customization
option for setting the amount and type of search data, which
they think would be needed for a reasonable search result.
They proposed two customization methods: (1) a profile status
customization in the settings page, allowing users to select
different data (e.g., medical, politics, music, etc) and volumes
(e.g., current, past few days, months) for various data types
using checkboxes; (2) a just-in-time pop-up near the search
bar for users to specify their data sharing preferences based
on type and volume. To illustrate this model, P3 presented a
sketch that depicted a just-in-time pop-up design for users to
input their preferences (Figure 3). As P3 noted, “Some kind
of checkbox or anything similar where I can click or slide on
for information category and storing preferences. So if I’m
searching for a movie, for example, which is in category of
entertainment, there will be pop up right side of search bar
where I check how much data to collect, none to all.”



Figure 4: Designing a GDPR alert to provide users an acces-
sible way to see data collection and retention. This would
consist of the automatic detection of irrelevant data collection
by search engines and cross-checking with their privacy pol-
icy page regarding data collection and retention.

6.1.2 CD2: GDPR Alerts for Data Minimization
Many participants suggested implementing an extension-like
feature in search engines to provide clear explanations when
data collection or retention exceeds what’s necessary and
relevant. Some expressed uncertainty about what data is con-
sidered essential for collection and the duration of its retention.
As P10 remarked, “Terms and policy (privacy policies) might
have a retention and collection policy, but who reads those?
Those pages seem like they are pushing you during service
usage to click on ‘I agree’.”

To this end, P6 proposed a solution (Figure 4) for data
minimization in terms of collection and retention: “A search
engine page or a stand-alone extension could probably use
some sort of firewall or program that would alert you to what
kind of personal engine is collecting and keeping. And some-
how the GDPR principle could be coded there so the rules
cross-check the list of collections and give alerts to users
if unnecessary data is being collected. This is certainly not
completely new, but can minimize data.” P19 expanded on
this idea by proposing the addition of a chatbot in place of
GDPR alerts which would communicate information to users
and help them manage their data-sharing preferences through
a conversational system.

6.1.3 CD3: Separating Searching Sessions for Oneself
and Others

Data minimization (anonymity) for others. Several par-
ticipants expressed concerns about receiving ads in the search
results that were not relevant to their own search history. P21
highlighted that after searching for gifts for friends, he would
repeatedly receive ads related to this search in the top three
ranking results. To address these issues, P12 suggested the im-
plementation of two tabs within the search engine (as shown

Figure 5: A design that separates searches that the device
owner conducts for themselves and others. The idea is to
minimize data collection (preserving the privacy of other
users) while maintaining the personalization and accuracy of
search results for the device owner.

in Figure 5), enabling users to define whether a search was
intended for themselves or others. As P12 stated, “In search
engines, you type into the search box, what’s the best medicine
for eczema? And then it could be something within you press,
a little drop-down box– is this information pertinent to you
or for someone else, you click a relevant box, could be a
quite effective way.” Similarly, P22 suggested separating users’
search history and making search-related information entirely
anonymous, ensuring that search channels remained focused
on the users’ needs.

Additionally, several participants expressed concerns re-
garding children’s privacy when using search engines and
recommended that separate search options be made avail-
able when children are using the same device. P1 suggested

“Google search could do the same thing as YouTube kids, and
then they can’t collect data from children’s searches because
it’s illegal for search engines to collect data from kids.”

Data minimization (dimension reduction, PCA-like fea-
ture) for performance. Some participants mentioned data
minimization in the context of better performance and non-
biased search results. They noted that their use of search
engines extends beyond personal needs, such as searching
for gifts for friends or information for siblings. As P24 said,
this could create an outlier in the search data and potentially
influence the overall data profile.

One potential improvement for search engines could be
adding an option under the search bar to specify whether
the search is for personal use or for others. This distinction
could help in managing the relevance of collected data and
ads shown. To illustrate the design, P24 described the con-
cept of principal component analysis (PCA), a mathematical
technique: “I hope search engines could apply PCA to sim-
plify data in multidimensional (many users) by reducing the
complexity by retaining only the necessary ones. With math-
ematical expressions under the hood, there could be a UX
design for users only a click way to reduce the data retention



Figure 6: Minimized data collection based on keyword sensi-
tivity in a search engine: redirecting users to a data-minimized
search mode or showing a just-in-time pop-up when a sensi-
tive search query is detected.

from the user end.”

6.1.4 CD4: Sensitivity-Based Search Customization
Many participants expressed the need for a search option
based on the level of sensitive words. For example, they ex-
pected a search option that would prevent search engines from
collecting and storing information related to personal topics,
such as disease information, and children care, violence (e.g.
guns, alcohol) related topics out of curiosity. P7, P18, and P22
suggested that the search engine’s underlying functionality
could be designed to identify search sensitivity based on the
keywords entered into the search bar and prompt or remind
users to switch to private mode or simply ask users with a
pop if those searches should be collected or not. This would
allow for a more dynamic and user-friendly private search
experience. As P18 states, “They could just have a pop up
triggered by the sensitive word on the search bar and ask me
if those to collect or not”. P18 added that this option would
help easily allow or disallow sensitive data collection during
a search. Similarly, P22 said “ they could just remind me to
use private mode based on sensitive keyword identified.” To
illustrate, P22 presented a sketch design for “sensitive search,”
(Figure 6) in which there would be buttons for normal search
and search without collecting data (sensitive search).

6.1.5 CD5: Data Donations & Incentives
Some participants, particularly those using Bing, Microsoft
Edge, and Brave, discussed an incentive model where users
are asked for permission to collect certain data during
searches. For instance, Brave rewards users with cryptocur-
rency tokens, while Microsoft Edge offers points based on
the time spent on the search engine. These participants sug-
gested implementing a similar structure in mainstream search
engines, allowing users to see the data being collected and
choose what to share, potentially receiving credits for their
data. This highlights the ownership and control design ex-
pectations of users. To expand on this, P16 said- “Currently
Firefox, Google Search doesn’t have any ownership structure

for the user and no accountability to the user. I don’t even
know if my medical queries are collected. I generally don’t
want them to collect these queries and links I visit, but, prob-
ably there is a chance if they give me some choice of share
or no share. even say this info will help build some medical
databases for researchers, and doctors. I perhaps would give
a thought on providing.”

6.2 Expert Evaluation of the Practicality of
User Design Suggestions

6.2.1 Experts’ Current Practices for Data Minimization

Based on the expert participants’ area of expertise, we found
several practices related to Data minimization and privacy.

Data encryption & anonymization. All our expert par-
ticipants frequently mentioned data encryption as a part of
data minimization practices. As E1 noted as their company
practice,“I work on data encryption to secure information
during both transmission and storage when collecting data
and inverse query processing to restore information and en-
sure the storage of personal and necessary information only
exclude irrelevant data that doesn’t contribute to the system’s
functionality. Another aspect of our approach is the use of
anonymization techniques and tracking user sessions to en-
hance privacy. I employ the PVC method to make it more
challenging to associate data with specific users. This is to
communicate privacy policies and terms of service to users.

Consent before collecting sensitive data. Interestingly, all
expert participants from the industry emphasized the need
for sensitive or personal data for the performance of the ser-
vice. However, for the purpose of data minimization, they
mentioned consent while asking for any personal data. As
E9 noted “We get consent for collecting any sensitive per-
sonal data. Our policy is - clear on data retention and making
sure my team does the same. We have protocols to automati-
cally delete or anonymize user data after a certain period to
minimize risks associated with long-term storage.”

Avoiding centralized execution of data. As a part of data
minimization practice, a few experts mentioned decentralized
execution on users’ devices as a best practice in their product.
As E7 said “Our service considers processing data on the
user’s device whenever possible because it’s health-related
data, we reduce the reliance on centralized data storage. We
have a client side to boost privacy to limit the exposure of sen-
sitive information. This is what we do for data minimization.”

GDPR compliance for organizations. Three experts who
had 10-15 years of experience in the industry as damage
security, information security, and financial security experts
in a European bank mentioned that they followed the principle
of data minimization before GDPR existed. They mentioned
the economical aspect of keeping data long period of time for
cloud, computation, and maintenance costs. As E2 mentioned,

“We ensure data accuracy and collect only what is necessary for



our specific purposes, like fundraising. For instance, knowing
someone’s pet’s name isn’t relevant to fundraising, so we
avoid collecting those. isn’t just about respecting privacy; it’s
also cost-effective for maintenance and quality control. we
are conscious of how long we retain data. For example, after
a fundraising event, I assess whether the collected data is
still needed or if it can be deleted or archived. It’s also an
economic decision for us. We try to balance privacy, legal
compliance, and economic considerations. But we also know
there are companies for them this data is a gold mine.”

Access control. As a practice of data minimization, some
experts mentioned access control which ensures training and
using data by certain entities for certain applications strictly
based on the requirement. E3 and E9, who have a role in
banking and finance, particularly emphasized access and au-
thorization of data use as a part of their data minimization
practice while also reporting that they don’t have official di-
rections for GDPR compliance regarding data minimization.

As E3 said, “For data minimization: sensitive data obscure
from external applications. We use a layered database ap-
proach to control access to sensitive information, so we have
specific permissions to query the database, and even then,
certain data like fiscal codes or IBANs (since I work in bank-
ing) are masked and inaccessible even when you search in a

‘query-like feature”. There are protocols for accessing older
data, which require another level of authorization. Essentially,
each employee’s access to the database is tailored to their
role, ensuring both data security and privacy compliance, not
necessarily GDPR.”

6.2.2 Practicality & Feasibility Assessment
Experts agreed on the viability of the data minimization de-
sign concepts CD1, CD2, and CD4, clearly seeing their prac-
tical applicability and available resources for implementation.
In contrast, they found CD3 and CD5 to have numerous draw-
backs, including both immediate and long-term security risks
associated with their practical implementation. In this section,
we present the experts’ assessment of the users’ design ideas.

Assessment of CD1: profile customization for data types
and data volume. Most experts find the profile customiza-
tion feature useful and practical to implement. E1, a software
product manager, shared insights from a cloud product he
worked on. He explained “we ensure secure and efficient data
storage. This involves clients’ and their users’ consent, espe-
cially in cloud computing. We deal with a variety of rental
agreements. At times, we encounter users who prefer to keep
their information private, due to the nature of our services
spanning multiple countries and continents, and require a
certain level of confidentiality for certain types of data. We
have a consent-like form design for the product pipelined with
db instances to cater to these various requirements efficiently,
adding certain noise, adding gibberish for unique identifiers,
and setting limits to the data life.” E1 also noted that such
a feature is practical for search engines, allowing users to

customize data types and volumes. E3, a specialist in banking
IT security, stated, “Search engines should be capable of this
level of discretion. Theoretically, they could use algorithms
to filter and avoid storing sensitive data, setting timelines for
collecting specific data types. In banking, we strictly adhere to
data collection timelines. We don’t just follow GDPR for data
minimization; it’s our default system. Implementing this in the
user interface shouldn’t be a major challenge. The real ques-
tion is their willingness to implement such measures. There’s
no technical excuse.” E4, a conversational search engine re-
searcher, evaluated the design concept considering storage
efficiency and performance. She commented, “using data for
longer durations is not the best way to present complex search
results, scattered and skewed user queries in politics of many
years is not reliable.”

Assessment of CD2: GDPR alerts for data minimization.
For CD2, experts acknowledged its potential but expressed
reservations about the feasibility of its implementation, espe-
cially given the challenges in quantifying the GDPR principle.
E9 commented, “This idea is great and would be something
groundbreaking, but I don’t see how as of now it is possi-
ble. To make Data minimization GDPR quantifiable against
companies’ Data policy, we need benchmarking which is not
available to my knowledge. With ML, it will be possible to
summarize the text content of these two sources, but I don’t
see actual data collection and retention being detected to pro-
vide GDPR alerts to users. will the company be willing to opt
in for such data flow analysis? that’s a question mark?.” Sim-
ilarly, E3 and E7 reported similar feedback on the practicality
of expecting companies to develop such UX in monitoring
data, analyzing policies, and identifying key indicators for
compliance.

Assessment of CD3: separating searching sessions for one-
self and others. While users showed a strong preference for
the design concept of having the option to conduct searches
differently for themselves and others to minimize data, most
experts considered this feature potentially more invasive. E7,
a privacy and security expert, explained the risks “Using two
different search options for yourself and another person, like
your child, essentially provides the search engine with anno-
tated data to create a shadow profile. You’re giving them a
detailed footprint of behavior and possibly medical issues of
your child under the ’others’ search option. This creates a
binary flag from your IP. This ’shadow’ profile, built over let’s
say 20 years, could be misused. Unless it’s guaranteed that
the search engine doesn’t collect any information from the

’others’ search option, this design won’t serve its intended
purpose.” Similarly, experts E2, E5, and E10 acknowledged
the technical feasibility of implementing this option but raised
concerns about its effectiveness and privacy implications. E5
stated, “Technically, it’s possible to implement such a feature.
However, I doubt the search results for the two options would
be differentiated in the system for access permission and



model training in the long run.” E4 also commented, “This
might help unnecessary data collection. Specifying search
queries about another person could allow re-identification
by combining with other data sources, violating privacy of
uninvolved parties. Keeping all searches together maintains
privacy due to the noise. I wouldn’t recommend this approach.”

Assessment of CD4: sensitivity-based search customiza-
tion. Most experts supported the design concept of
sensitivity-based search and confirmed that it’s easy to im-
plement with current technology and has the potential for in-
cremental improvements over time. E8 explained, “program-
ming queries to identify keywords, analyze search frequencies
and adapt to user behavior. While it may not yield perfect
results immediately, it progressively improves through ’dy-
namic update mechanisms’, ’intent recognition’, and ’query
parsing.”’ Similarly, E2 emphasized the importance of dis-
tinguishing between personal and non-sensitive information.
E2 outlined how this could be integrated into existing search
engine frameworks: “Current engineering or algorithm teams
could anonymize or apply access control, adding noise after
data collection at the query stage, triggering sensitive search
alerts or options. This prevents data from reaching the server,
with execution done on the client’s search engine. It requires
UX design and existing tech stacks in the backend to instantly
discard sensitive searches made locally. It’s akin to using
Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) for search queries.
Cryptography could even be employed for private local exe-
cution. From a technical standpoint, this is very feasible.”

Assessment of CD5: data donations & incentives. Ex-
perts find the concepts of data donation and incentives in-
triguing, primarily in terms of enhancing data ownership and
control, rather than data minimization. E9 noted, “Platforms
like Brave and Microsoft Edge offer users some agency and
ownership of their data, providing incentives to create a sense
of choice. However, this approach doesn’t address the reduc-
tion of unnecessary metadata collection. It doesn’t seem to
alleviate that concern.” Similarly, E7, E3, and E10 echoed
the sentiment that while the concept fosters a sense of control
and ownership over data, it does not directly contribute to the
goal of data minimization.

7 Discussion
Our study elucidated participants’ perceptions of data mini-
mization, the factors that shaped their decision-making pro-
cesses, and end users’ proposed conceptual designs assessed
by experts for the feasibility of implementation in search en-
gines. In this section, we discuss how the findings can aid
system administrators in operationalizing data minimization.

7.1 Main Findings
User-centered quality metrics to quantify the necessity
of data. Our study hinted at a variety of metrics that would

align with how users judge the quality of search results vis
a vis data necessity. Those included exact keyword matches,
lack of sponsored ads in search results, whether relevant re-
sults appear on the first page, etc. Prior literature by Biega et
al. and Shanmugam et al. has proposed performance-based
interpretations of the data minimization principle, linking
restrictions on data collection to service quality metrics typi-
cally applied to evaluate systems [14, 59]. Our study surfaces
relevant metrics to apply in this context that may better align
with users’ needs – a necessary component for user-driven
data minimization.

Varying expectations, perceptions of data necessity, and
trade-offs for data minimization decisions. The principle of
data minimization requires that organizations only collect and
retain the minimum amount of personal data necessary for
their stated purposes [31], but our findings indicate that users
have more fine-grained expectations of how data minimiza-
tion should be implemented in practice. Our research, when
juxtaposed with earlier studies on privacy and the willingness
to share data [61, 66, 69], reveals a nuanced, context-sensitive
understanding among participants regarding the necessity
of data minimization for different types of search queries.
For example, participants recognized the value of retaining
location-based queries for improving search results, yet they
were not comfortable with storing exact location coordinates.
While users see value in storing medical search queries to
improve search results for rare medical symptoms for other
users, they want more care put into ensuring this data is kept
private. Furthermore, our study highlights a perceived trade-
off by users between data minimization and free access to
search services, viewing their personal data as a form of cur-
rency for the services received, echoing sentiments found in
prior research [42, 53, 74]. Our study has expanded on these
findings in the context of data minimization. Namely, despite
understanding that there is generally a trade-off between the
amount of personal data a service retains and its quality, users
believe that more granular controls over the quantity of data
retained and over the data storage duration constitute better
operationalizations of data minimization.

Data incentives and data minimization. Our research
highlighted a trend among users in response to recent propos-
als to exchange personal data for various incentives. For in-
stance, systems like Brave or Edge offer rewards for increased
usage or opting in for advertisements. Although incentivized
data sharing may bring to mind the “privacy paradox” [6], our
study suggests that users view this trend as a means to gain
ownership of their data. Indeed, trading data for improved
services or rewards gives users a higher degree of agency
than completely abstaining from online services for privacy
reasons – a solution that they considered impossible. On the
other hand, incentives can easily be designed to make users
act in the company’s best interests rather than their own. Fu-
ture research can further investigate user mental models of
data ownership and control concepts.



The role of generative AI as a search engine. We found
that, with the proliferation of generative AI services such as
ChatGPT and Gemini, some users are increasingly using these
tools in lieu of traditional search engines. These participants
believed that generative AI services may become the next gen-
eration of search engines, even despite holding reservations
about their reliability. In the interim, participants reported
using traditional search engines alongside AI for more reli-
able search results. Given the advancements in generative AI,
data minimization strategies should be rapidly adapted to the
context of these services.

7.2 Design Implications
Drawing upon users’ data minimization needs and experts’
input regarding technical feasibility, we suggest actionable
design implications for data minimization.

Data-minimized search mode with keyword sensitivity.
Our findings show that users are skeptical of sharing data for
sensitive queries, such as those relating to health, finances, pol-
itics, behavior, or those that personally identify them. There-
fore, minimizing data collection for sensitive queries is an
important design implication. One possible approach is to
employ techniques based on keyword detection and natural
language processing to identify sensitive keywords entered by
users in the search bar. Second, the search engine can prompt
the user to switch to a Sensitive Search Mode when a user
inputs sensitive information. This would ensure no data is
collected during the search session, providing users with a
customizable sensitive search experience. Another interactive
design could involve triggering a just-in-time pop-up when
users type in sensitive queries in the search bar. If automatic
sensitivity detection proves difficult, or a search engine would
prefer to give users a choice over what contexts they consider
sensitive, the system could provide a toggle for easily allow-
ing or disallowing data collection during a search session.

Customization for minimizing data based on type, quan-
tity, and length of storage. Our results reveal that users have
considerations about not only the sensitivity of the collected
data but also how much data and for how long it is retained. To
enable developers to implement a design that minimizes data
collection and offers personalized search results, we suggest
implementing a profile configuration on the system settings
page or the search page. Customizable options might include
a list of search query types and topics, or an indicator of how
long users are willing to retain the search data. For the latter,
the options could include: no data retained, all data retained,
or a selected duration, such as data from last week, month, or
year. As user’s preferences towards data minimization could
change over time, this design could prompt users to update
their configuration at regular time intervals. By providing
users control over their data, search engines can address con-
cerns about inadvertent data collection, and minimize data
according to users’ intent and expectations.

Data sharing incentives. Users in our study mentioned

that certain web browsers incentivized them to share data in
exchange for a small reward. While experts view this design
as somewhat unrelated to the core goal of data minimization,
there are certain similarities one can draw on when designing
data minimization approaches. In decentralized data markets,
models from game theory and value exchange have been ef-
fectively utilized to design incentives for companies and users,
facilitating a fair trade of data while promoting user auton-
omy and self-sovereignty [9,11]. The underlying concept is to
create a collaborative space where users and companies can
negotiate the usage of data, building trust and establishing a
sense of ownership. This framework presents an opportunity
for search engines (and other data-driven systems) to offer
users a choice in the degree of data minimization they prefer.

7.3 Limitations
Our interview study has several limitations. Firstly, we
used Prolific as our recruitment platform, which resulted in
over 50% of participants holding bachelor’s or graduate de-
grees [36, 58]. This may restrict the generalizability of our
findings, as individuals with higher education levels might
exhibit stricter preferences and expectations towards data pro-
tection implementations compared to participants with other
educational backgrounds. Secondly, the majority of partic-
ipants primarily relied on Google for their daily search en-
gine use. Consequently, their perceptions and expectations
regarding data minimization are largely influenced by their
experiences with the Google search engine, and we cannot
claim that our findings generalize to other settings.

7.4 Future Work
Our results suggest that some users begin to replace traditional
search engines with AI tools, such as Gemini and ChatGPT.
Future work could explore users’ privacy concerns with gener-
ative AI tools, how data minimization can be implemented in
those contexts, or whether data minimization considerations
for traditional search engines directly translate to generative
AI usage.

8 Conclusion
Our study sheds light on users’ perceptions, experiences, and
needs regarding data minimization in search engines. Our
findings surface different user needs for data minimization
depending on the type of search engine, data type, and various
contextual factors. We propose several expert-assessed con-
ceptual designs for user-centered data minimization in search
engines based on our interviews. Users prioritize transparency
and interactive alerts to guide them in data minimization and
expect fine-grained data minimization controls in practice.
Overall, this paper is the first to propose a user-driven inter-
pretation of data minimization, highlighting the opportunity
and need to involve end users as stakeholders in data protec-
tion implementations.
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A Figures & Tables



Expert ID Sex Education Year of Exp Role

E1 Male Masters CS 4 year Software Product Manager (IT)
E2 Female Masters IT 17 years Database Security (Fund-Raising)
E3 Male Masters CS 15years IT Security (Banking)
E4 Female PhD Researcher 5 years Conversational SE (Health)
E5 Male Bachelors 10 years Software engineer (Employee Tool)
E6 Male Bachelors 8 years Software engineer II
E7 Female PhD Researcher 6 years Data Minimization (Law)
E8 Male Masters 3 years Software engineer (Search Engine)
E9 Male Bachelors 2 years Software engineer
E10 Male PhD Researcher 4 years Search Engine Algorithm

Table 1: Experts’ demographics and background.

Participant ID Sex Age Country of residence Highest education level completed Employment status Weekly device usage

P1 Female 32 United Kingdom Graduate degree (MA/MSc/MPhil/other) Full-time Multiple times every day
P2 Male 28 Germany Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Full time Multiple times every day
P3 Male 40 Portugal Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Full time Multiple times every day
P4 Male 22 Netherlands Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Part-Time Multiple times every day
P5 Male 43 Italy Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Full time Everyday
P6 Female 29 Germany Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Full time Multiple times every day
P7 Female 38 Netherlands Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Unemployed (and job seeking) Multiple times every day
P8 Male 51 Estonia High school diploma/A-levels Part-Time Multiple times every day
P9 Male 40 Portugal Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Full time Multiple times every day
P10 Male 34 Spain Graduate degree (MA/MSc/MPhil/other) Part-Time every day
P11 Female 36 Portugal Graduate degree (MA/MSc/MPhil/other) Full time Multiple times every day
P12 Female 54 United Kingdom High school diploma/A-levels Not in paid work (e.g. homemaker’) 2-6 times a week
P13 Female 62 United Kingdom Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Full time Everyday
P14 Male 34 Poland High school diploma/A-levels Full time Multiple times every day
P15 Male 37 Portugal Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Full time Everyday
P16 Female 24 United Kingdom Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Part-Time Multiple times every day
P17 Female 47 United Kingdom Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Full time Multiple times every day
P18 Female 49 Spain High school diploma/A-levels Part-Time Everyday
P19 Male 40 United Kingdom Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Full time Multiple times every day
P20 Female 40 France Technical/community college Full time Multiple times every day
P21 Male 52 Ireland High school diploma/A-levels Full time Multiple times every day
P22 Male 32 France Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Full time Multiple times every day
P23 Female 26 United Kingdom Technical/community college Full time Multiple times every day
P24 Female 50 Poland Undergraduate degree (BA/BSc/other) Not in paid work (e.g. homemaker’) Everyday
P25 Male 52 Spain High school diploma/A-levels Part-Time Everyday

Table 2: Participant demographics and background.

Figure 7: Types of search queries participants would allow
the search engine to retain to obtain better search results.

Figure 8: Types of search queries participants would allow
the search engine to retain so that other users can obtain better
results.
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